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INVOICE OF ITALY

From Christopher Buckley Representing the

Combined British dress

Calabrian Front Sunday

It is ..difficult to describe this Calabrian campaign other than in terms of

hide and seek because at the moment when I write these lines there has been

nothing at all that can truly be described as fighting, be are seeking out an

enemy who at present either shows himself so evasive that it is impossible to

make contact with him or simply surrender en bloc to our troops.

‘.That is the position?, We have effected a virtually unopposed landing on

the continent and already occupied some two hundred and fifty square miles of the

mainland of Italy* (by the time these lines are read it will be much more).

The left wing of the Eighth advancing along the western coast has

reached Bagnara twenty miles north east of Reggio, In the centre other forces

have moved up to positions roughly conforming with this advance. On the right
our progress has been even swifter.

That opposition has there been?* The most remarkable feature of the opening

day was the absence of mines on the beaches and of road or bridge demolition.

This might well be commprehensible if there had been merely Italians stationed in

the Reggio area during last part of August, But reports make it clear that

Germans were in the neighbourhood of Calico as recently as August 29th and that

there were a certain number of tiger tanks with thorn. On that day it appears they
withdrew inland towards San Stefano. Yet demolitions were not carried out and

along a stretch of beaches about six miles in length British troops picked up

only seven mines.
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